Age-dependent variation of T1 and T2 relaxation times of adenocarcinoma in mice.
The T1 and T2 values of adenocarcinoma EO 771 inoculated into the hind leg of mice are characterized and correlated with the histopathologic state of the tumor. Growth-dependent changes (indicated by a T1 of 630-910 msec and a T2 of 68-185 msec) can be separated into four characteristic phases. The increase in relaxation times in the early phases (A and B) is due to an increasing amount of viable tumor tissue relative to normal muscle tissue. In the later phases (C and D), a decline of the relaxation parameters is observed that is parallel to an increase in the fraction of necrotic tissue. By multiexponential analysis, two relaxation components (indicated by and, respectively) for T1 and T2 and the corresponding fractions alpha 1 and alpha 2 can be observed for both tumor and surrounding muscle tissue. A tissue criterion ("magnetic resonance fingerprint") is defined by a combination of these multiple parameters. This criterion allows separation of not only muscle and tumor tissue but also viable (early state) and necrotic (late state) tumor tissue.